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to equip; grimettan, to roar, rage (for other examples
of verbs in -ettan, see § 657); haeftan, to hold captive ;
hierstan, to roast; hiertan, to hearten, encourage ; hlystan,
to listen ; hyhtan, to hope ; Isestan, to perform; Hehtan, to
give light} lystan, to please] maestan, to feed with mast-,
myntan, to intend, think} restan, to rest} rihtan, to set
right] scyrtan, to shorten] tyhtan, to incite, allure}
pyrstan, to thirst.
§ 531. Like drencan are conjugated acwencan, to
quench; adwaescan, to quench; astlepan, to bereave;
bsetan, to bridle; beriepan, to despoil; betan, to atone for,
amend; cepan, to keep; ciepan, to buy; cyspan, to bind,
fetter; driepan, to let drop, moisten; gewlencan, to make
proud] geswencan, to injure} gretan, to greet} bffitan,
to heat} hwierfan, to convert; h*witan, to whiten; hyspan,
to mock} lecan (see § 534, Note 2), to increase; Hexan, to
shine} metan, to meet] nsetan, to afflict] oftyrfan, to
stone} of J»ryscan, to beat down; rsesan, to rush; retan,
to cheer; scencan, to pour out; scierpan, to sharpen ;
screncan, to cause to tumble] sencan, to cause to sink]
spsetan, to spit] swaetan, to sweat] s\vencan, to vex,
afflict] tsesan, to pull, tear] tostencan, to scatter]
yppan, to open, manifest] wsetan, to wet] wierpan, to
recover] ^wyscan, to wish.
§ 532. Like hyngran are conjugated biecnan, to make
a sign] dieglan, to conceal] forglendran, to devour] frg-
fran, to comfort] symblan, to feast] timbran, to build]
wrixlan, to change, exchange, efnan (pret. efnde, later
efnede, § 528), to level, perform} and similarly bytlan,
to build] eglan, to trouble, afflict] raefnan, to perform;
seglan, to sail] frysman, to suffocate.
§ 533. gierest, giere]>, gierede from older *gierwis,
*gierwi]>, *gierwide with regular loss of w (§ 266). At
a later period the verbs of this type mostly generalized the
forms with or without w, and often went over into class II

